EDITOR’S LETTER

W

that continue
to push the envelope. With that
tradition in mind, we bring you
our year-end issue of The Snack
Magazine and take a look at some of
the companies and fresh produce programs that
keep the status quo ever-changing.
e love companies

One of the trends we’ve noticed making
its rise in the consumer basket with
increasing household penetration,
is organics. Take MOM’s Organic
Markets, whose expanding footprint is
testament to a three-decade-old promise to
bring more value to the consumer and differentiation
within the competitive East Coast retail landscape.
In my opinion, it is holding to that promise. And it
doesn’t hurt that it has a produce department that is
100 percent organic. In that same vein, we sat down
with EVP of Driscoll’s, Soren Bjorn, as he spoke
about the difficulties and benefits in implementing
an organic program, the ways to address the
challenges, and where the organic dialogue should
expand to next.
With Mexico’s share in the market continuing to
grow, we sat down with Oscar Woltman, the new
President of AMHPAC and owner of FreshMex.
FreshMex is situated in the Querétaro region of
Mexico, an area that boasts an Agropark of hightech glass greenhouses that continues to influence
the country’s agricultural impact and advancements
on the international stage.
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Also in this issue, we spoke with powerhouse citrus
company Limoneira as the team looks ahead to a
second century of growth. With a new program
that is a throwback to its roots, this company
continues to innovate the citrus category with
Harold Edwards at the helm.
And that is not all… Giumarra Companies
brings a splash of color to the gloomy
days of winter with a new and improved
mango program, ripe for the healthy start
of the New Year.
There is much, much more to discover in
this 21st issue of The Snack Magazine—our
Christmas present to you. With that said, we bid
you adieu, 2016.
Hello, 2017!

Cheers,

Jordan Okumura
Senior Editor
AndNowUKnow and The Snack
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JOE PRODUCE® SEARCH

WHAT NOT TO ASK IN AN INTERVIEW!

W

hether you’re doing your own recruiting
or using a professional executive
search service, you will eventually be
interviewing candidates yourself in the
process. I highly suggest that you know
what you CANNOT ask in the interview. Job interviews can be
a minefield of legal problems. One wrong question, and you
can find yourself in a legal discrimination lawsuit.
So, let’s not “wing it.” Instead, we suggest preparing your
interview questions ahead of time, and perhaps even include
a reminder of what NOT to ask on that list.

1. GENERAL HEALTH QUESTIONS

Don’t Ask: Do you have any health concerns that we should
know about? Are you on disability? Have you had any recent
serious illnesses?
Ask: Specifications about certain physical requirements
needed by the job (e.g. lifting a certain amount of weight,
sitting/standing for a certain period of time).

1. RELIGION

Don’t Ask: What religion do you practice? Will you need to
take personal time off to recognize religious holidays?
Ask: Nothing! Best to leave this realm alone during your hunt
for the perfect candidate.

Federal and state laws prohibit discrimination on the basis of
the applicant’s race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age,
and disabilities. Some states prohibit discrimination based
on factors such as marital status and sexual orientation,
too. In short, stay away from all questions related to these
characteristics.

3. POLITICAL VIEWS

Also, consider how to respond if a candidate volunteers
information that could steer into touchier realms (especially
in the “getting to know you small talk”): redirect, or respond
only to the information that is provided, and do not inquire
further. Essentially, avoid questions that can potentially lead
to discrimination; only ask questions based on a possible
hire’s professional qualifications.

4. LIVING SITUATION/CITIZENSHIP
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Don’t Ask: How do you feel about the latest election? Are
you involved in any political affiliated associations? How do
you feel about our current labor laws?
Ask: Avoid this one altogether, too, and find other
professional points of interest to discuss.

Don’t Ask: Where were you born, or where did you grow
up? Will this job impede on your family obligations? Are you
married?
Ask: Are you able to be gainfully employed in the U.S.? Are
you able to work the agreed upon hours and complete these
obligations?

5. GENDERED QUESTIONS

Don’t Ask: What’s your maiden name? Do you think you would be
able to perform this job effectively as a woman?
Ask: Keep these questions neutral enough that a person of any
gender could answer them, with the focus kept on their professional
experience. Would you be able to perform the essential functions of
the job? Have you gone by other names?

MORE QUESTIONS NOT TO ASK:
·How old are you?
·Do you have children or grandchildren?
·Do you own or rent your home?
·How much and what types of insurance do you have?
·Have you had a major illness?
·Do you plan on marriage and/or kids?
·Have you been arrested?
·What are your plans for your children’s day care?

Hiring Managers: If you prepare a list of questions ahead
of time, have your HR professional or HR attorney review
the legalities and approve ahead of time. If you are looking
for strategic advice on building your business, consider
an Executive Search Consultant like Joe Produce Search
for resources to assist your company in building winning
leadership teams. As the old saying goes, an ounce of
prevention can be worth a pound of cure.

Rex Lawrence,
Founder & President of Joe
Produce Search
Joe Produce® Search is the
Executive Search division of
Joe Produce®, comprised of
experienced search consultants
and produce professionals who
offer a differentiated approach to Executive Search. Our

Remember, interviews should be based on professional
experience and qualifications of a candidate. Personal
information discussed during the interview can put you at
risk of a discrimination claim and create an uncomfortable
experience all around.

talent placement experts find produce professionals who
are as special as the organizations they serve, to ultimately
build winning leadership teams for premier agricultural
organizations across North America and beyond.
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MY FAVORITE THINGS

KARINA REYES
Director of Communications & Broadcasting, AMHPAC
As a mother, world traveler, runner, and the glue that helps hold the
AMHPAC communications network together, Karina wears multiple hats, all
with the same goal in mind: live life to the fullest. Helping to unite Mexico’s
protected horticulture industry is more than a task, it is her passion. So what
makes this Director of Communications and Broadcasting tick? Find out
here, as Karina shares a few of her favorite things.

1

Paloma’s smile changes my
world in a second, even when
she might be driving me crazy.

“

2

I never used to
run, but now I do half
marathons. Your own
capacities can surprise you.

It fills me with
energy, even if
I don’t know
the dance! Marc
Anthony is one of
my favorites.

5

4

3

The best people make up my
family. Even when we are far
away, I feel we’re close.

”

I love learning new things,
traveling, and having the
freedom to write and create.

“

I am lucky to live close by to where
I can swim and spend a day
enjoying beautiful sunsets.

”

6
“

I work in this sector for
a reason. My father is a
grower, and maybe I will
be one day, too.

”

7

I fell in love with
this country on
my honeymoon,
especially Rome.

1
4
7

My Daughter
Salsa Music

Agriculture

8

2

9

Running

5 My Job
8 Italy

3

Whether it’s drinking
coffee or doing my nails,
I love enjoying the simple
things with nowhere to go.

My Tribe

6 The Beach
9 Early Weekend Mornings
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DATE DOLLARS TOTAL

$34.7
million
DOLLARS % CHANGE
VS. 1 YEAR AGO

Dates have been prized for their sugary sweetness and soft,
fleshy bite since antiquity. The fruit of the date palm, or
Phoenix dactylifera, was a staple food in the Middle East and
Indus Valley for thousands of years before Spanish traders
brought the candy-like treat to the Americas in the 18th
century.

VOLUME % CHANGE
VS. 1 YEAR AGO

Fresh dates are harvested—or stored until—completely ripe,
and thus, have a uniquely dry texture. Rich and complex in
flavor, dates are often likened to caramel, toffee, fudge, figs,
and prunes—with notes of wild honey and cinnamon. They’re
a versatile fruit, and can be eaten raw or candied, stuffed
with cheeses and nuts, baked into confections, or made into
syrups and sauces.

28.3%
20.7%
52 Wks Ending 8/27/16,
Total U.S. Dollars
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I

t’s a date! In recent years, the date category has grown
precipitously as increasingly health-conscious consumers
become aware of the nutritional benefits of the product.
Dates are low on the glycemic index, have 50 percent
more potassium by weight than bananas, and are high in
fiber. They are packed with good carbohydrates making them
an excellent, all-natural, energy-boosting snack, ideal to
munch on during a long hike or in lieu of dessert.

PRIKMETEING

MAR ON
SEAS

medjool DATE

-Aug
d
i
M
TO
Mid-Mar

UNIT SALES BY HOLIDAY*
% OF ANNUAL SALES

CHRISTMAS

3.5%

$808,767
THANKSGIVING

3.2%

$727,217
RAMADAN

$461,614
EASTER

$501,193
VALENTINE’S

$416,903

2%

2.2%

1.8%

*Percentages based on annual retail Medjool date
unit sales during the 2015 calendar year (Jan-Dec).

2015

$41,618,336
IN DATE SALES CATEGORY
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ALL ABOUT

medjool
DATEs
VOLUME % CHANGE
VS. 1 YEAR AGO

35.7%

VALUE-ADDED DATES
Dates can be made into
products such as baked
goods, concentrates, date
pieces, pastes, pitted dates,
syrups, and more.

O

MEDJOOL DATES
ACCOUNT FOR

71.6%

2014-2015

$6.04

AVERAGE RETAIL PRICE

DOLLAR SHARE OF THE
ENTIRE DATE CATEGORY

6.3%
AVG RETAIL % CHANGE
VS. 1 YEAR AGO

1
2

TOTAL U.S. DATE EXPORTS

WITH DATES VALUED AT

14.8
$43.8
MILLION LBS
MILLION
TOTAL VALUE
OF THE CROP

FROM

$68
MILLION

TONS OF
DATES

10,000

is second in the running.

of the nation’s total date
supply In the United States is
grown in CALIFORNIA.

ACRES

Source | Nielsen Perishables Group
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ARIZONA

90%

CALIFORNIA PRODUCED

43,600

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
produces the largest amounts
of dates.

Jessica’s Picks
A

PMA FRESH SUMMIT 2016

PMA Fresh Summit is where the industry pulls
out all the stops to show its best and brightest, and this year’s convention in Orlando, Florida, was
no different. From new product debuts, to trending packaging pushes, and everything in between,
here are some items that resonated with me even after the show floor madness died down.
t this point we all know that

1
4

3

5

6

1

1 Ocean Mist’s Season & Steam Sweet

Baby Broccoli | I LOVE baby broccoli.
Whether with an Asian-style pork belly
stir fry, with steak and mashed potatoes,
or as an oddly satisfying late night snack,
I can’t get enough. Enter Ocean Mist’s
latest addition to its Season & Steam
line, Sweet Baby Broccoli. With just three
minutes of cook time, and the option to
season in the microwaveable bag, I can
now satisfy my baby broccoli cravings
with ease.

4

2

Frieda’s Watermelon Radishes |
Frieda’s is notoriously adept at finding
ways to showcase hidden gems of the
produce department in a way that
reveals a veggie’s beauty, as well as
educates consumers on how to approach
intimidating products. The new 1 lb
stand-up pouch answers confusion about
the item, all while extending shelf-life and
moving radish sales.

2 Fresh Solutions Network’s Side

Delights® Flavorables™ | When
curiosity-piquing flavors meet engaging
packing, a magical product is made.
With flavors like Chimichurri, Smokin’
Tomato, and Malaysian Curry, it's hard
not to be drawn in by the potential
mouth party that will ensue. Marry
that with high-graphic packaging, a
microwave-ready cooking method, and
100 percent recyclable components,
and this girl is sold.

5

Naturipe Farms’ “Selections”
Cranberries | If you’re like me, you
may have grown up in fear of those
little rings around the canned cranberry
sauce your great aunt plopped down
on the table for holiday meals. With this
new 2 lb bag featuring holiday recipes
on the back, that weird texture and lessthan-fresh taste are no longer part of my
seasonal nightmares.

JESSICA DONNEL, REPORTER

3 Fox Solutions’ Stainless Steel Pouch

Bagger | When you see Fox Solutions’
latest Stainless Steel Pouch Bagger in
person, it’s not hard to see a work of
art. With a maintenance-free hollow
shaft gear box, tool-free changeover
for different sizes, a stand-alone heat
sealer, and compatibility with all Newtec
weighers, the complex process of
bagging for produce items has never
been more streamlined.

6 Hollandia Produce's Heartless
Living Baby Romaine | Never has
being heartless been such a desirable
trait than with Hollandia's latest Living
variety. The Baby Romaine comes
in the perfect size for people like
me—either two side salads, or one
entree. There's also the living aspect,
which keeps my lettuce from going
bad when I inevitably forget it in the
refrigerator.
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FLAVOR TREND

BOBA
by Laura Hillen

(boh · buh)

t first bite, the senses swim
with a mouthful of boba. It’s
an eating experience you’re
not soon to forget, whether
you side on the friend or foe
line of the distinctive trend. For
those unfamiliar, boba are small
balls of tapioca that are added to
milk- or fruit-based teas. The unique
combination of textures and flavors is arresting foodservice
realms from all that the trend can add to a selection, fresh
produce included.
Traditionally Taiwanese in nature, boba has surpassed its
brief and underwhelming mid-80s debut to now become an
explosive trend that is taking the U.S. by cataclysmic storm
with its gummy-like nature, and has spread worldwide in 30
countries and counting.
Ranging in size per consumer preference, the gelatinous
balls are commonly added to tea with diverse milk bases
which can vary in flavor profiles from sweet and savory, to
just plain unconventional. As consumers clamor for more of
the delightfully slimy boba textures to fill their mouths, so
too are drink denizens expanding their portfolios with fresh
fruit or veg-pressed drinks to supplement with the unique
trend. Boba frequently rounds out a fresh honeydew or taro
tea, and has also been seen adding further complexity to a
matcha or avocado-based tea.
Just as consumers are picky about their love of tea or fruitpressed confections, so they seem to be edging towards an
exploratory demand for more than a simple drink additive.
Boba has now been joined by a series of gelatin pals that
includes an array of jellies, puddings, and beans. All of
which are made from seemingly endless produce flavors;
coconut, mango, fig, and lemon, to name just a few.
Boba is becoming such an addictive trend to its fans that
the small beads of flavor are popping up in a number of
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fast food chains, from McDonald’s Germany’s brief selection
of boba tea to Phillipines-based chain Jollibee with its ube
boba drink, as well as popular eateries which span from
American to Thai in cuisine.
As boba tea’s popularity begins to extend past just fruitpressed drinks or teas, boba bars and restaurants are starting
to pair the treat with eye-catching arrangements of fruitbased desserts, or well-plated designs of produce slices.
Could boba soon be a consumer favorite to top out a
homemade dish of grilled pineapple, or fresh mango and ice
cream? If trends continue to place produce in the forefront
of wacky yet tasty texture and flavor combinations, that may
not be far off.

ALIAS ALERT!
Boba often goes under different names, such as:
pearl, bubble, QQ
What is boba made of?
Tapioca balls are formed from the starches of a
cassava root.

Sources:
www.eatthis.com
www.souschef.co.uk

Organic
Insights

QA
&

with Driscoll’s

Soren

Bjorn
by Eva Roethler
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T
- Soren Bjorn

“

“

As an
industry, it
is our job
to serve the
consumer.
After all,
that is
why we
are here.

There are few people
in the produce
industry who leave
an impression like
Soren Bjorn, EVP
of Driscoll’s. Soren
possesses sharp intelligence paired with a
fierce focus. If you’ve attended one of his
trade show appearances, or caught him in
conversation, you know he has the ability to
engage people on a deeper level of thinking.

So, if anyone can articulate why the
produce industry is struggling to keep up
with the overwhelming organic demand
sweeping consumers into a frenzy, it would
be Soren. And, since this berry buff is a
consummate wordsmith, it’s best to let his
answers stand alone.

Q1
To start, what is
organic demand like?
Soren Bjorn: Today, organic makes up 15-20
percent of Driscoll’s business, but that’s not a
true reflection of demand. If we could have it our
way, we would have 30 percent of our business
in organic. We are only fulfilling a little more
than half of the demand. So, why don’t we have
more? This is a segment of our business, more
than any other, that is constrained by supply.
That is the biggest challenge ahead of our
industry—finding supply solutions.

Q2

What are some supply
issues in organic?
SB: If we were to approach organic in the
traditional way, we would need to get a lot more
organic land to grow on. That’s the idea, right?
You want to put the existing land on a five-year
rotation, with different crops in between. But
there isn’t enough land to go on long rotations
due to the lower yields of organic farming. The
entire industry has the same challenge, we can’t
create any more land. This is a fundamental
issue.
If we convert all land to organic, then there
wouldn’t be enough for conventional. We need
to find a balance. In 10 to 15 years, we could
have one-third of the land organic, and twothirds conventional. But, we have a long way
to go, it’s a slow and expensive process to get
through this conversion and certification.
We have been trying to figure out how to
overcome that, and ask, “How can we help
our growers?” Often, the grower is not the
landowner. The person eating the risk and doing
the work is the grower, while the person who
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benefits the most is the landowner. The grower
faces the risk that there won’t be a financially
viable organic business after starting the threeyear transition. That’s not easy to overcome.
That’s why you see the conversion rate staying
moderate. It’s not going as fast as we would like
to see, or as fast as the market demands. For
the foreseeable future, you’re going to see a
significant demand exceed supply. That’s the core
issue right now.

Driscoll’s organic
supply solution
has three
components...

geography

genetics

technology

Q3
How do you leverage geography
to offer organic?
SB: The primary way we create any supply is to find
a geography to bring it to life. As we’ve made all four
berries—strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, and
blackberries—available year-round, the first thing we
look for in a geography is the ability to produce during a
certain time of year.
What surprised us is that we actually have areas now
where most of the supply is organic. Take a look at
the Baja region of Mexico; more than 90 percent of
our strawberry supply will be organic in the upcoming
season. We knew it would be a good geography for a
certain time of year, but we didn’t know that it would
be so uniquely excellent for organic with the sandy soil
which carries few diseases and limited pests, along with
its proximity to the ocean. The geography really lent itself
well to organic farming.
The challenge of geography in organic is that there are
certain tools we are accustomed to that we no longer
have—traditional geographies become extremely
challenging to grow in. For example, we would be
in Florida in the middle of winter for conventional
strawberries, but due to the humidity and the organic
standards prohibiting fungicides, it makes it almost
impossible to grow organic there.
With fewer options on the inputs for organic farming,
it forces us to concentrate growth in certain regions.
Consequently, we don’t have the same diversity in
organic production as we do in conventional, which
makes it more risky.
That is part of the premium cost to consumers; not
only are the inputs higher with lower yields, but we are
taking more risk as growers. If all of our organic supply
comes from Mexico and something bad happens during
the season, our crop might be completely knocked out.
In conventional, we have diversified supply in Mexico
and Florida, and it’s very unlikely that something would
happen to both crops. The risk element of organic
business just can’t be ignored.
However, these issues have been on our radar for a long
time, and recently there has been a huge movement in
berries to diversify growing locations. For us, 25 years
ago, it started with raspberries. In the winter, we would
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grow in Chile and fly the berries to the U.S. What
we discovered is that you can go to Central Mexico
at a certain latitude and altitude, and it is a similar
climate to California. What happened initially was
that the berries had incredibly tough skin, like
leather. You almost couldn’t bite through it. This
was because the elevation increased the exposure
to radiation from the sun. So we got creative
and put a cover over the plants, which solved
the problem. Then we were able to extrapolate
that out—now we know that around the world,
at a certain latitude and elevation, the growing
conditions will be almost identical—and that
opens new doors for organic farming.

Q4

How do you use genetics to
offer organic supply?
SB: Genetics have been with us since the beginning;
Driscoll’s varieties are unique to us. It’s the same
concept as geography, some genetics work better for
organics, and others work better for conventional.
For example, we have a new strawberry variety that
we launched in both conventional and organic for use
in the Watsonville and Salinas regions of California.
But it’s very much preferred for organic, because it
doesn’t need as much fertilizer, which is a significant
issue in organic supply. It is a naturally vigorous
variety, which lends well to organic production. As
it turns out, the organic growers prefer this variety.
Moving forward, genetics will be a critical way that we
solve the challenges we have to overcome in organic
supply. Challenges like soil, disease, and pests can be
overcome with traits like vigor, size, and productivity.
That plays into a core strength of our company.
However, now there is a greater burden on us to make
sure we are testing new varieties for both methods
of farming. Something that works in conventional
may not work for organic farming, and a variety that
is successful in organics may not be preferred in
conventional. A fast-growing plant may not be ideal
for a conventional grower who wants to keep the plant
under control, to keep it compact so that it is easier to
see the fruit. They might not need a plant that is overly
vigorous, particularly for a season that is very long. We
just have to keep both segments in mind.
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Q5

Q7

How do you leverage technology
to increase organic supply?

How do you transition more land from
conventional to organic?

SB: When I discuss technology, I mean
production technology: the agronomic aspect of
what we are doing. New production systems are
really important. For example, we’ve had a lot of
success growing organic blueberries in California
from substrates. We plant them in pots, and it
turns out they grow and get into fruit production
quicker. Using that technology, you get into cash
flow and economic viability sooner than you
would otherwise. Even though it is a big up-front
investment, as a grower, you are going to get
your money back faster. Technology is a critical
component of organic supply.

SB: The critical issue is to allow growers to take
advantage of technology. For example, if you grow in
a pot, you can get substrate that is already certified
organic. It doesn’t depend on the land. You can be
certified organic from day one. That’s huge! It’s very
important that this continues. We would also argue
that this method is much more sustainable—it uses 40
percent less water than traditional farming.

Q6
How does labor come into
play in organic?
SB: Labor is a huge topic in our industry, whether
it is organic or conventional. But you can apply
the same three components to address it. You use
geography to ensure you are growing in areas where
labor is readily available. You use technology to
grow berries in a way that is easier for the pickers to
pick. You use genetics to grow a variety that is more
attractive for the harvesters to harvest. You want to
grow a compact plant where it is easier to see the
fruit. When these crews show up to the fields, they
are evaluating the work and asking, “Can I see the
fruit? Is it easy to get to? Is it overgrown, how difficult
will this be?”
We can’t make it more difficult for a limited labor
force, which is already shrinking, to do the work. We
have to make it easier and more accessible. These
same solutions come together to overcome different
challenges.
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However, there has been argument about whether
these practices will continue to be certified organic. It’s
a philosophical debate. Some people feel that organic
is defined by the health of the soil, while others feel it
revolves around not using synthetic pesticides, and
some argue that it is about sustainability. It forces us to
define the answer to the question, “What is organic?”
Depending on how it swings, the consequences will
have a big impact.
For Driscoll’s, we hope we can continue to use this
substrate technology, at the risk of slowing down the
growth of the organic segment and preventing us
from meeting consumer demand. If we can continue,
however, we believe that reaching one-third organic
land is very realistic. If we can get that big, it will also
become more efficient and shrink the huge premiums
you are seeing on organic. It’s very clear that the
number one issue keeping consumers from purchasing
organic is the price.
We always want to keep the consumers in mind during
these conversations. So often in this industry we get
focused on the supply-side, since it is undoubtedly
the hardest part of our work. But as a company that
is committed to consumers, we recognize that we
have a long way to go to provide everything they want
in organic. As an industry, it is our job to serve the
consumer. After all, that is why we are here.

With major obstacles to overcome, the organic fresh
produce sector has a long journey in front of it. What lies
ahead? With regulation and legislation shaping the future
of the organic industry every day, only time will tell.

LIBATIONS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS:
Hemly cider
by melissa de leon

W

ith six generations of pear growing
holstered, Greene & Hemly’s operations
have branched out to offer an alternative
to the usual fruit ciders on the market.
Drier than the frequent flavors available, wine lovers that
find ciders too sweet may rejoice.

This cider is in line with both the grower and consumer
trends to boost consumption through drinking, rather
than eating, fresh produce. The venture was thought up
by Sarah Hemly after watching her husband, Matt, and
his family’s passion for pear growing since the 1860s.
The pears that make up this libation have deep roots in
California soil and the backing of partner Crown Jewel,
known for its vision to team up with the world’s finest
growers to develop a full line of the highest quality fruits
and vegetables.

PLANT GRAFTING

Hemly Pear Cider is estate-grown from pear trees that
are over a century old, fermented with 60 percent
Bartlett pears and 40 percent Gala apples. It is oak aged
and sweetened with fresh-pressed Bartlett and Bosc
pears, unfiltered, and is recommended as a great pairing
with a meal at any point in the day. With the theme
“pears well with everything,” the Hemlys recommend
sipping with pork–such as grilled pork chops with grilled
apples, potatoes, fennel, and onion–or serving with a
light snack like pears, chips, and blue cheese.
At 5.5 percent alcohol, the cider adds a fun twist to
produce consumption while allowing the flavors on the
plate to carry through.
Made like a wine but finished like a beer, Hemly Pear
Cider is not overly sweet, and provides a drier option
that strikes the palate as more of a Chardonnay. With
one drier cider, and one sweeter, Hemly can serve as an
option for traditional cider fans and those who might
not know they are just yet.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Bee Sweet
Citrus Lemons

?

{ what the fork }

LEMON SKILLET PASTA

INGREDIENTS
1 tsp salt
1 lb fresh broccoli
1 lb pasta
3-4 cups fresh spinach
4 tsp of butter
1 large Bee Sweet Citrus lemon
(zested and juiced)
1 tsp minced garlic
½ tsp crushed red pepper
1 cup Parmesan cheese
Salt and pepper, to taste

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Olive oil, to taste

8

Servings: 4-5

9

Bring water and salt to a boil.
Prep broccoli and spinach by washing and cutting them into desired sizes.
Add pasta into boiling water, let cook.
Add broccoli in boiling water 4-5 minutes before pasta is fully cooked.
Once pasta and broccoli are cooked, drain water, return items to pot, and
add in spinach.
Add Bee Sweet Citrus lemon zest to pot, and allow everything to sit
(spinach should be wilting at this time).
In a small skillet, sauté butter, minced garlic, and crushed pepper for 3-4
minutes.
Add freshly squeezed lemon juice into skillet and pour everything onto the
pasta.
Stir in Parmesan cheese and a dash of olive oil. Season with salt and
pepper.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare
recipes visit www.beesweetcitrus.com.
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By JESSICA DONNEL

Oscar Woltman
Those in Glass Houses
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With protected agriculture
continuing to ramp up
growth in the realms of
Mexican-grown produce,
Oscar Woltman talks
short-term sureties and
long-term plans as he
takes on his new term as
AMHPAC President.
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goal is to
“ Our
bring more
value to our
customers,
members, &
the buying
community.

“

“

-Oscar Woltman

R

ight now, all eyes are on
the horizon for Mexican
greenhouse companies, and I believe we are
becoming more competitive within the North
American greenhouse space,” Oscar Woltman,
the newest President of AMHPAC and General
Manager for produce packing company FreshMex,
tells me. “Many Mexican greenhouse operations
are now putting out cost-efficient, modern,
and very high-quality produce. It’s a sound
entrepreneurial approach to look at alternatives,
because we do not know what the short term
future holds for us. We must prepare for changes—
good or bad.”
It’s the dawn of an exciting time for the Mexican
produce industry. In the past decade, protected
agriculture in Mexico has maintained an
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exceptionally high rate of growth, with AMHPAC (Mexican
Association of Protected Horticulture) leading the charge.
From just 600 hectares of protected farmland in the year
2000, to 12,000 hectares as of this year, this increase of over
2,000 percent—coupled with the evolution in consumer
preferences for higher-quality, safer produce—has radically
changed the industry. Not to mention rising energy costs and
the increasingly scarce availability of skilled labor. Oscar is
now taking the reins as the association’s President for the next
two years, all the while maintaining growth and quality in
his role at FreshMex. Most people would be daunted by the
task—Oscar, however, thrives on it.
“I see a lot of challenges, but I don’t see anything I’m not
confident we as an industry can go up against,” Oscar tells
me, just a few months into his Presidential term. “As my
tenure will last two years I would like to look beyond that
horizon and find out what AMHPAC needs for the following
five or more years, and make an agenda to reach those needs.
We need to be aware of other countries, stay awake, and
make sure we stay up front in quality, social responsibility,
and environmental awareness.”
A major part of that social responsibility, Oscar mentions, is
food safety—and for good reason. In a country where safely
grown produce hasn’t always been easy to come by, working
with Mexico’s food safety council, Blindaje Agroalimentario,
is something Oscar says is essential to promoting AMHPAC
outside of Mexico’s borders. The association classifies food
safety in five different levels, giving suppliers a clear and
effective guide in how they can reach a higher plane of safe
produce.
“Food safety is absolutely necessary if AMHPAC is going to
reach more recognition within the retail community as a
source of good, reliable, and high-quality produce,” Oscar
stresses. “Some slogans say, ‘Local for Local,’ but I would
dream of something like ‘AMHPAC for Safety, Quality, and
Responsibility.’ Whether that is possible or not, only the
future will tell us.”
Oscar shares with me that, in total, Mexico exports more
than $1.2 billion USD per year in produce, and generates
a high number of direct and indirect employment, both of
which contribute to the development of the families of the
workers and also benefits those who receive taxes.
“Labor and water are scarce resources which need to be
considered seriously,” he explains. “If we are not careful we
can face wage increases, which will make us less competitive,
and we all know what happens then. We need to take the
next step towards securing our water sources and make more
efficient use of them. We need to constantly look for new
quality-improving technologies to keep us at the forefront as a
high-quality produce supplier.”

FreshMex’s AgroPark greenhouse in Querétaro.

AMHPAC estimates that the value of the installed infrastructure
in Mexico is over $3.5 billion, and that’s growing exponentially
each year. The demand for a year-round supply of fresh
produce is driving this rapid growth across Mexico’s agricultural
geographies, with 80 percent of all Mexican produce grown
under protected schemes destined for export to the United States.
In addition, six percent goes to Canada and the remainder stays
in the national markets. Each of Mexico’s vast micro-climates
allow for diverse mixes of protected agricultural technologies to
thrive and create more cost-effective solutions.
“AMHPAC is now in its ninth year and as we continue to evolve,
our goal is to bring more value to our customers, members, and
the buying community; whether that is through accelerated
research and development programs, promoting innovation,
building more social responsibility initiatives, or developing
more high-performance solutions and opportunities,” Oscar says.
“The success of this year’s 9th Annual AMHPAC Convention is
a testament to our progress and reinforces our drive to become a
leading association and resource in the minds of both the retail
and supply-side members in our industry.”
One way Oscar is doing this is through his own work as General
Manager at the vertically-integrated, Dutch-owned bell pepper
supplier, FreshMex. FreshMex operates 7.5 hectares of Venlo
greenhouses on site, as well as external contracts with Mexican
growers, exporting worldwide through its parent company,
Levarht.
FreshMex is in the unique position of being situated inside

Agropark, an agro-industrial park that specializes in the
production of vegetables with high exportation quality, as
well as one of our industry’s hubs for ultra high-tech glass
greenhouses. Looking at the organization’s growth and results
over the past several years, it’s safe to say that Agropark is one of
the most ambitious agro industrial projects, not only in Mexico,
but beyond. This is due, in part, to its comprehensive vision,
efficiency, and environmentally responsible technology.
“In the beginning, being in Agropark assisted us in navigating
through the bureaucratic procedures involved,” Oscar explains.
“Nowadays, it allows us to interact with other companies which,
as long as you are open to it, generate knowledge. I believe
that those companies that cooperate with each other find the
Agropark location very useful. It also makes it possible to execute
certain programs, such as waste processing, together at a much
lower cost.”
In addition to its exportable products, Agropark offers its clients
water wells, infrastructure for channeling rainwater, wastewater
treatment, paved interior roads, medium power, and natural gas
distribution, among other necessities.
As for being a part of the the Levarht Group, Oscar shares his
experiences working under the Dutch umbrella, “Levarht allows
us to be more competitive than other bell pepper packers, as
we are able to generate better financial returns for our produce
suppliers in Mexico, for whom we select, pack, and export their
high quality produce. We do not need to generate any additional
profit on our operations as we are one company from the
production to the customer.”
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Among the other benefits we’ve discussed, Oscar says
Levarht brings FreshMex knowledge and experience, vertical
integration, less cost, direct sales, higher returns, awareness of
a global vision, entrepreneurial approach, and a perfect match
between location, season, and clients.

slogans say,
“Some
‘Local for Local,’

but I would dream
of something like
‘AMHPAC for
Safety, Quality,
and Responsibility.’

“

-Oscar Woltman

FreshMex has what Oscar calls a “very human and personal
approach” to both its business and its employees. It is not only
encouraging personnel to take technical courses but, more
so, searching personal development as a key to professional
development.
So, what are the next steps for FreshMex as Agropark and the
greater Mexican agriculture scene continues its growth?
“I believe that FreshMex can strengthen its ties with regional
producers in order to create a long-term future together,”
Oscar says. “I want to work towards a better and more stable
workforce for Mexico and FreshMex. I would like to see the
company grow within Agropark, and look into continuing
our growth in other locations. Seeing and aiding the personal
development of people at FreshMex makes me hopeful for the
future of our industry.”
And with all industry eyes currently focused on the future of
protected ag in Mexico, Oscar is in a prime position to make a
difference. I, for one, can’t think of more capable hands.

Oscar Woltman working with his team at FreshMex’s Querétaro greenhouse
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up
close
A closer look at
Mann’s nourish bowls™

F

lavor, diversification, convenience, and nutrition—
combine all four and you get Mann’s new, tasty,
and unique Nourish Bowls™. Rising to the top of
the value-added game, Mann has debuted five flavors to
the line, bringing Cauli-Rice Curry, Southwest Chipotle,
Monterey Risotto, Sesame Sriracha, and Smokehouse
Brussels to produce departments nationwide. Simply
combine all ingredients, cover, heat for three to four
minutes, mix, and nourish. These on-trend flavor profiles
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result in a higher ring at the register, additional margin
dollars, and expanded reach to superfood and veg kit
consumers. Need some numbers to back up the goods?
When Wiest & Co. conducted national online research,
the team found that 51 percent of millennials definitely
would buy Nourish Bowls™, 71 percent expect to find
Nourish Bowls™ in produce, and overall 68 percent of
those polled had a high level of interest in the line. Great
stats for a great product—now, nourish away!

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Butternut Squash
Zig Zags

?

{ what the fork }

BUTTERNUT SQUASH ZIG ZAGS WITH SPINACH, WALNUTS, & QUINOA

INGREDIENTS
1 (10 oz) package Mann’s Butternut
Squash Zig Zags
½ cup quinoa, rinsed and drained
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 cup chicken or vegetable broth
2 tbsp olive oil
2 cups baby spinach leaves
1 tsp ground coriander
½ cup toasted walnuts, chopped
½ tsp ground cumin
2 tbsp lemon juice

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4

Combine quinoa and broth in a 2-quart saucepan; heat to a boil.
Cover pan; reduce heat to low and simmer 15-20 minutes or until
the liquid is absorbed. Set aside, covered.
Heat oil in large skillet over medium heat. Add coriander, cumin,
and onions; sauté for 5 minutes until onions are soft.
Add garlic and Butternut Zig Zags; sauté until tender (3-5
minutes).
Gently combine Butternut Zig Zags mixture, cooked quinoa,
spinach, walnuts, and lemon juice. Season to taste with salt and
pepper. Serve immediately.

1 cup onions, chopped
Salt and pepper, to taste
Servings: 4

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare
recipes visit www.culinarycutsclub.com.
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by Laura Hillen

icture this: Fingers wrapped
around a ripe mango with an
appealing red blush. A single bite
of its fiber-free sweet meat, and
the consumer has suddenly been
transported straight to the diverse
and majestic rangelands of
Australia; ready for their next bite.
This type of memorable experience is exactly what the
Giumarra Companies is aiming to bring to fruition with its
Australian-grown proprietary mango variety, Calypso®. By
offering consumers a unique choice that will have them
frequenting the produce department time and again,
Giumarra is angling to enliven the category by launching the
mango corner as a steady shopper destination.
“We’re not here to just sell a mango, we’re here to sell an
experience,” Craig Uchizono, Vice President of Southern
Hemisphere, assures me when I ask him what makes the
Calypso® Mango, now in its third season on U.S. shelves,
such a distinct addition to the current market.
Calypso® Mango is grown only in Australia, and marketed
to mango-loving U.S. consumers exclusively by Giumarra in
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partnership with its Australian grower, Perfection Fresh.
Giumarra is currently on track to launch the Calypso®
Mango variety into household notoriety, just as Australian
shoppers have known the mango for years. That
demand is spurred by the variety’s exceptionally unique
appearance, buttery flesh, and covetable sweet taste.
“When a consumer is buying mangos in Australia, they
definitely know Calypso®,” Megan Schulz, Director of
Communications for Giumarra, says, noting the variety’s
domestic success. “Australians look for, and buy, Calypso®
Mango by name, and we know that brand loyalty has
the potential to translate to the American consumer,
as well.”
Giumarra began a test program with Calypso® Mango
just after the U.S. government first began allowing
Australian mango imports in 2013. The Calypso® Mango
consumer fan base in its own country presented a
certain allure as to what the variety could hold for the
U.S., one that Giumarra was willing to give a try in its own
domestic market. The variety’s special eating experience,
in combination with targeted marketing strategies, has
found Calypso® Mango now in its third season of harvest
for U.S. import.
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The company first offered the program
with only a few hundred boxes to market
to specific retailers in the sector. After the
first test came back with marked success,
Giumarra moved the variety into its
second year with more commercial
production. Now moving into the third
year, and looking even further, Giumarra
expects continued success for the
Calypso® Mango.
“This year is the first that we’re offering
Calypso® Mango in commercial volume, and
we have also expanded our distribution from one
region in California to spread across the Pacific Northwest,”
Craig says of the exclusive offering.
The Calypso® Mango was first grown in 1999, a cross between
Florida’s Sensation variety and another popular Australian
mango, the Kensington Pride. Calypso® Mangos are a specific
mango variety scientifically known as the B74.
With millions of dollars invested into the new variety, the
results couldn’t be more fulfilling for Giumarra and Perfection
Fresh. The Calypso® Mango variety brings answers to a
range of issues commonly encountered by mango growers,
including consistent high-quality product, high-yielding yet
smaller trees, consistent ripening, and lessened diseases.
“What truly makes the Calypso® Mango unique, aside from its
distinct blush, is providing more mango and less seed,” Craig
tells me, animatedly outlining aspects which both consumers
and retailers can note in the mango. “This specific variety
is distinguished by its smooth and succulent flesh with no
fibers, which provides shoppers with more flesh to eat that is
consistently creamy and juicy.”

Calypso® Man
gos are sold in
single-layer
cartons, 11-1
4 count per ca
se

“We’re not here to sell
just a mango, we’re here to
sell an experience.”
- Craig Uchizono

Calypsos® are grown over an 18-week period. Beginning at
Australia’s northern tip of Darwin, the season transitions
five weeks later to Katherine before passing through
Dimbulah, Carnarvon, and Kununurra, to finally end the
season in Bundaberg.
Although the timeframe means a currently limited offering,
Calypso®’s Australian summer harvest presents promotion
opportunities during U.S. consumers’ winter. Due to the
success of the mango thus far, Craig and Megan believe
that U.S. availability will be extended even further in its
next season.
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“Consumers want to know
what’s new and exotic, what
they haven’t had before...”
-Megan Schulz

“Unique characteristics have already drastically influenced
the mango’s popularity. The Calypso® Mango also has
firmer flesh, which means that the fruit will withstand the
journey along the supply chain to the consumer’s end
basket. Calypso® Mangos arrive looking fresh on the shelf
with a long shelf-life, which ultimately means a better
margin for retailers. Over 80 percent of the crop reaches a
premium grade,” Craig says.
Craig himself has been part of the industry for 40 years, or
as Megan laughingly inserts, “since he was born.” Currently
leading Giumarra’s Southern Hemisphere division, Craig
contributes to the company’s overall initiative of bringing
new and exciting products to consumers. “New varieties
are definitely one of my passions,” he says.

mango varieties on the market, but rather supplement
the category by offering another experience.
“We want to give consumers something they’ve never had
before, a fruit that will have them talking and returning to
the produce department,” Megan says. “Consumers want
to know what’s new and exotic, what they haven’t had
before, and what they can share on social media. The
Calypso® Mango fits the bill, it has a factor that makes
shoppers go, ‘Ooo, what’s that?’”
With a variety of uses for Calypso® Mangos, Giumarra is
riding excellent pull from behind the shelves. Mangos
are launching further than out-of-hand eating, with chefs
and restaurants putting them on grills, in smoothies and
dips, and even on pancakes.

“It’s really exciting that we’re the company that has been
chosen to bring this high-end mango to U.S. consumers,”
Megan elaborates. “We’re specifically looking to give
shoppers the Australian experience with our branding and
merchandising. From our large, colorful displays to ongoing
promotions, we invoke the nostalgia and appreciation of the
flavors, people, and settings of Australia.”
As we dissect the very nature of the mango, along with the
unique aspects of Giumarra’s program, Craig and Megan both
reiterate that the introduction of Calypso® Mango to retailers
on this side of the Pacific isn’t meant to compete against other
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Fascination with the Calypso® Mango is one that is
understandable; the variety is not a green mango in any
amount, but rather boasts a high pink-to-red blush with
a yellow color. With its stem positioned on top like an
idyllic Australian sunset, it’s easy to see why Giumarra is
generating excitement for the exclusive variety with ease.
When I ask him what one factor will position the mango
for success, above all others, Craig answers freely and
says, “Colors tell a thousand words.”
And what a masterpiece this painted mural of mango is;
leaving each consumer with a longing taste of Australia,
sure to want to visit again.

BAYER AD

THE

stand-up combo BAG
from

fox packaging
by Melissa De Leon
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T

rends and innovations are two driving
forces in every aspect of our industry,
from root to register, and everything
in between. The result of a two-yearlong, ongoing project, the Stand Up
Combo bag is the latest in both trends
AND innovations, as the newest addition to the lineup of
innovator and inventor Fox Packaging. With more than
half a century of invention under its belt, the Fox family
has helped introduce a new form of packaging, ensuring
that items are as fresh as possible throughout the entire
journey.
“Pouch bags are a growing trend driven by consumers,
adding not just to that segment of our business, but to
the industry as a whole,” Executive Vice President of Fox
Packaging, Aaron Fox, shares with me. “Consumers,
retailers...everyone is benefiting from it.”
This all-around benefit, according to Aaron, is what
prompted Fox Packaging to get into the pouch bag game.
“It’s a natural progression for the Combo bag,” Aaron says,
explaining that some segments of produce need to breathe
more than others. “There is a need for more ventilation in a
pouch bag. It’s not enough to have just a few holes in a bag.”
And with its proprietary technology and design, which is
not laminated and, thus, recyclable, Fox Packaging is able
to improve the expanding packaging practice to further
extend the shelf-life of fresh produce, effectively reducing
shrink and making for a more presentable package in the
department.
Closing in on 51 years of business, the company that began
as a one-man-band in a carrot shed now serves up timely
and helpful solutions to supply chain needs and trends
across the globe.
“We helped to improve the poly bag segment by, essentially,
inventing the Combo bag. In doing this, we basically
created a new category by improving on the basic design,”
Aaron says.
With several global patents in bag design, this is just the
latest addition to a string of proprietary technologies and
innovations that has cultivated the company’s growth. A
unified brainchild of all three leaders and brothers, Keith,
Craig, and Aaron, I ask: why create a Combo pouch bag?
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“Now, more than ever, we’re seeing how quickly our industry
evolves, and the team is actively invested in continuously
developing to help that evolution...” - Aaron Fox
Hand-in-hand with the Combo bags is another new
technology from Fox Packaging’s sister company,
Fox Solutions: the new stainless steel construction
Pouch Bagger.

Aaron explains that several categories benefit
in both shelf-life and freshness from
the increased ventilation given in a Fox
Packaging Combo bag.

“When it comes to the growing pouch
bag trend, we saw a way to help
save our customers both
time and money by creating
a more sustainable solution
to packing pouch bags,” Aaron
tells me of the launch, which
was gathering an interested
crowd on the busy show floor at
this year’s PMA Fresh Summit.

“From the potato industry, to citrus, to
plenty of others, I believe most produce
benefits from this packaging, which means
there are a few ways that this category
can keep growing,” Aaron says.
These are words coming from one
of the members of a family-run
business with entrepreneurship
running through its veins, and a
mantra of maintaining a culture
of innovation. Therefore,
when Aaron tells me he sees
expansive room for growth, I
can’t help but believe him.

State-of-the-art, stainless,
and durable, the machine
is maintenance and tool
free, and comes with all
the bells and whistles
needed to answer pouch
bag packaging needs you
always knew you had.

Already, Fox offers a number
of options for the category,
from a half pound to 25
pounds, depending on the
bag and product, with a
variety colors. Some are
available with multiple
seal options, all with highquality process printing
and high-graphic label
options. Bags are made
using a durable, breathable
design, with the goal of
convenience for all
its customers.

Aaron continues, “Now,
more than ever, we’re seeing
how quickly our industry
evolves, and the team
is actively invested in
continuously developing
to help that evolution
and, ultimately, do our
part to help increase our
customers’ efficiency,
sustainability, and sales.”

“We can consistently be depended
on to meet high volumes and give our
customers a strong manufacturing base,”
Aaron sums up for me, adding that the company
has everything from distribution to in-house design,
and, as its history has shown, innovation to offer any
who come knocking.

With a deep commitment
to help members of the
industry continually improve their
businesses, and to pushing forward in
creativity and innovation, keep your eye on the
horizon for what Fox Packaging has next for the vehicle
that delivers fresh produce to its destination.

COMBO BAG FEATURES

Weight Range

Mesh Colors

Printing Process

Print Band

Options

Ideal for single and
small portion pack sizes

More than 10 colors of
non-abrasive mesh

High-quality
process printing

High-graphic
poly-front

Three different
closure options
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Robinson Fresh Misfits®

Finding the

PERFECTION in
IMPERFECTION

D

by Jordan Okumura

on’t judge a book
by its cover. It’s a
cliché, I know. But,
there is a reason
why that expression
has evolved into
the well-known and
commonly-used phrase it is today.
Those at Robinson Fresh would second the
notion, especially if we are talking about the
company’s new Misfits® produce program.

“I like to think that Robinson Fresh feeds the
world,” Hunter Winton, General Manager,
smiles and says. “We truly are a global force
as a logistics company, and have now further
developed as a global products company. The
work that we do everyday actually impacts
plates across the globe. Misfits® aligns with our
drive to increase fresh produce consumption
from the field to the store level, and allows
us to differentiate across the industry
and generate more solutions for all of our
customers—a win-win across the board.”

Hunter Winton
General Manager
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With the company’s new Misfits® program, the team
is doing just that. Designed to bring more value to
the retailer and ultimately the end-consumer, as
with all of Robinson Fresh’s programs, Misfits® seeks
to capture product that may not normally make it to
the retail shelves due to color, shape, or sizing.
By building a supply chain that supports growers,
while also bringing differentiation to the retail
environment through unique packaging or display
units, Robinson Fresh is growing its foothold in
the competitive fresh produce space. With C.H.
Robinson’s logistics and transportation arm to
implement additional efficiencies, the company
stands by its promise of quality, timeliness,
customer service, and a complete supply chain
solution for its partners.
“Bringing consumers fruits and vegetables for less
is one of our major challenges and goals in this
industry,” Hunter adds. “Along with the consumerdriven vision, the Misfits® program also helps
farmers rescue crops that aren’t aesthetically perfect,
but still have value at retail and to the consumer.
This is true especially with today’s socially and
environmentally conscious shoppers. This program
benefits both the grower and the retailer as they
look for more profitable ways to address food waste
and increase produce consumption.”
At the aesthetic level, Misfits® provides a home
for misshapen or cosmetically-challenged fruit
and vegetables that may also be too big or small
for traditional retail channels. But, at the Misfits®
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core—pun intended—the demand is there and the
program fulfills multiple needs from the grower to
the retailer, to the consumer who stocks a fridge of
seasonal produce each week. Misfits® produce still
offers the best flavors, freshness, brix, shelf-life, and
eating experience as any other item in the produce
department, just with a couple of blemishes here and
there. Purely superficial.
And with the current world population of over 7.3
billion as of 2015, expected to reach 8.5 billion by 2030,
9.7 billion in 2050, and 11.2 billion in 2100, according
to a United Nations Department for Economic and
Social Affairs report, it is no wonder that companies
like Robinson Fresh are looking for more ways to
decrease food waste and bring more fresh fruits and
vegetables to consumers. While Robinson Fresh
recognizes the challenging nature of these statistics,
the team also finds them as a source for inspiration
and motivation.
“We saw a lot of what was going on in Europe relative
to similar initiatives across several retailers and their
focus on produce and food waste,” Hunter tells me.
“After some research here in the U.S., and partnering
with Red Hat Co-operative, we began to put the
beginning stages of our Misfits® program together.”
This partnership with the greenhouse company, Red
Hat Co-operative, is two-fold and beneficial to all,
allowing the company to utilize the Misfits® label as
the U.S. licensee. The relationship also assists Red
Hat by bringing more product to the company for its
Canadian customers, sourced by Robinson Fresh.

- Hunter Winton

“

“

This program benefits both the
grower and the retailer as they
look for more profitable ways to
address food waste and increase
produce consumption.

“Through an innovative thought process, speaking with
customers and understanding what is happening with
millennials’ changing purchasing behaviors and thoughts
on sustainability; we decided Misfits® was a program we
wanted to move forward with. We truly believe it will
continue to resonate with our customers and growers,”
Hunter comments.
And that it has. Currently, Robinson Fresh is working with
several retailers in the Northeast and Midwest, from Hy-Vee
to Hannaford, as the team moves through the final phases
of the expanding pilot program.
Robinson Fresh works with a range of produce categories,
and tries to keep at least four to six items available at a
time, based on seasonality and availability of a product.
All Misfits® produce comes in bags which are easy for the
consumer to grab-and-go, with an eye-catching Misfits®
design that brings both the messaging and the value into
the retail fold. In addition to the packaging, Robinson
Fresh also offers destination bins that draw the consumereye and drive traffic to increases sales in the produce
department.
“The idea is to create more opportunities for consumers
to buy produce,” Hunter notes. “And for many, it comes
down to price. For others, it is about the larger impact with
sustainability measures and food waste initiatives woven
into the fabric of the program.”
The Misfits® program is a multifaceted one. As a
sustainability program that is designed to eliminate food
waste, Robinson Fresh is able to bring a product that is
20 to 40 percent less in price than the average for a given
category. There is also work being done to improve the ROI
for growers in moving product to retail that typically may
have been sent to processors or feedlots for cents on the
dollar. Additionally, retailers are opening up their customer
demographics to a wider range of shoppers.
Hunter tells me that the educational aspect is key when
introducing new programs to consumers.
“To ensure the program is successful, it is incredibly
important that Robinson Fresh’s retail partners understand
the goals of the program, and that they ensure their
produce departments are educated on the programs
so that they can communicate the right message to the
consumers,” Hunter says. “We offer our partners support in
this area driven by the knowledge that the more informed
a consumer is, the more likely he or she is to expand their
buying behaviors.”
With the goal of remaining at the forefront of the industry
and innovative in its approach to managing and supporting
the supply chain, the Robinson Fresh team is definitely
impacting multiple sides of that equation.
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- Hunter Winton

“

“

The idea is to create
more opportunities
for consumers to buy
produce... it is about
the larger impact
with sustainability
measures and food
waste initiatives
woven into the fabric
of the program.

“When you think about value and the product price,
relative to what grade one product might be on the
shelf, and pair that with the sustainability aspect of this
program and eliminating food waste, we are definitely
making a difference,” Hunter adds.
And making a difference is the challenge that Hunter
wakes up to everyday. He has had skin in the game for

quite some time, joining Robinson Fresh right out
of college nearly 20-years ago. Bringing a degree in
Transportation Logistics from Auburn University to
his role in Mobile, Alabama, Hunter made a place
for himself on the logistical side of C.H. Robinson.
Hunter then moved to Atlanta, Georgia, where he
helped to integrate an acquisition the company was
spearheading at the time, before returning to Mobile.
Hunter moved to the fresh side of the business about
six years ago.
“I have had the opportunity to see multiple sides of
this organization, and I have enjoyed every minute of
it,” Hunter says as he smiles, talking about the impact
fresh has had on his career. “When you walk into a
store and you see the happiness that these products
bring to consumers, it really makes all the challenges
within any supply chain completely worth it.”
So, what’s next for the powerhouse Robinson Fresh?
With the passion to back the program, Hunter tells me
that this is only the beginning. But, for now, he is sure,
that the industry is changing. Buying behaviors are
trending on more socially and sustainably-conscious
consumers; population is on the rise, and natural
resources are growing more and more precious.
The key to that? Adapt.
From where Hunter sits, I believe he is positioned to
see all the potential growth ahead.
And that starts, with seeing the perfection in
imperfection.
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MOM’S
Knows Best; 30 Years and Counting
By Jordan Okumura
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Chris Miller, Regional Coordinator for Produce, Meat, Seafood, Cheese, and Bulk.

“

W

e really strive to ‘walk the walk’
at MOM’s,” Chris Miller, Regional
Coordinator for Produce, Meat,
Seafood, Cheese, and Bulk,
tells me, as we speak about
the company’s strategy to
differentiate and bring more value to the
consumer. “Our goal is to stay at the forefront
of organic growth and continue to keep a
high percentage of organic products, and
variety, across the entire store. We have a very
passionate customer base, and always look
forward to expanding that group.”
And when he says a “high percentage,” Chris
means it. To start, its produce department is
100 percent organic.
“This was the vision of our Founder, Scott
Nash, who saw organics as an area of growth,
even in the early years,” Chris says, noting that
this fairy tale of a start-up began as a mere
dream of Scott’s, who laid his retail roots in
his mom’s garage in 1987 when he was only
22, delivering organic products directly to
his customers. Then known as Organic Food
Express, the business finally found its brickand-mortar beginnings a few years later and
entered the competitive retail landscape of the
Mid-Atlantic, beginning with its first store in
Rockville, Maryland.
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Thirty years later, that “start-up” has
transformed into a retail destination for the
organic customer, spanning 17 stores with two
more in the works. Currently in four states, as
well as Washington DC, MOM’s employs more
than 1,000 people who align with a central
purpose: Protect and restore the environment.
“Scott started with a $100 investment from his
mom, a Chevy Mailbu for middle-of-the night
deliveries, and a plan to create more organic
food access for consumers,” Chris says.
So, what sets this retailer apart within the retail
geography of the U.S. East Coast? Let’s go back
to MOM’s produce department which boasts
100 percent USDA Certified Organic fruits and
vegetables from the welcoming entryway, wet
racks, and attractive merchandising.
“We prioritize certified organic options to create
a destination for consumers who are dedicated
organic shoppers, while creating an inviting
environment for newcomers as well,” Chris
adds. “Our purpose is to protect and restore
the environment, and that is the lens through
which decisions are made at MOM’s. We are
looking to impact agriculture in a positive way.
That is why we sell only high-quality certified
organic produce, prioritizing locally- and
regionally-grown food when we can.”

“

we prioritize
certified organic
options to create
a destination for
consumers who are
dedicated organic
shoppers.

“

-Chris Miller

In addition, the MOM’s meat department’s
products are all raised without the use of
antibiotics, with the majority of its fresh meat
being sourced from regional growers that are
either certified organic or pasture-raised.

Chris shares more on MOM’s initiatives across
the store, “All of our seafood is rated as ‘Best
Choice’ by Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood
Watch, or the Safina Center, and we have a long
list of standards on ingredients allowed in our
aisles. We prioritize stocking certified organic
products whenever we can, as we do produce.”

Rockville, Maryland

In addition to the traditional departments,
MOM’s has all-organic vegetarian eateries in
several of its stores.
In line with the company’s environmental
concerns in respect to agriculture, MOM’s has
also implemented a number of environmental
initiatives over the years. Two examples of
these efforts are that MOM’s removed all plastic
bottled water from its shelves a few years back.
More recently, the company went live with its
very own solar farm that will generate enough
power to cover 25 percent of its total energy
use.
These programs, which are essential to MOM’s
vision and philosophy, are also promoted
with a flare of fun to draw consumers and
support. Take the bottled water and plastic
reduction initiative, humorously dubbed
Plastic Surgery. Tongue-in-cheek? Yes. But, also
effective. Within this program, MOM’s looks
critically across the entire store to identify
where the team can reduce plastic usage,
or replace some plastic options with more
sustainable packaging opportunities. From fully
compostable Biobag produce bags, to more
bulk options to reduce waste, MOM’s is taking
the steps that will help the company further
align with its business model of reducing its
environmental impact.

Rockville, Maryland
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Rockville, Maryland
While completely un-produce related, I just
have to throw another sustainability initiative
in here. MOM’s has a program held annually
called We Love Inflation. This initiative calls
on MOM’s employees to go out and actually
fill up the tires of its customers’ cars because
a properly inflated tire can increase a car’s gas
mileage and efficiency. Or, there is CARbon
OFFset.
“We carbon offset our customers’ trips back
and forth from the stores by collecting zip code
data once a year, and we take the average
distance traveled, and we put that back
into a carbon offset program which creates
sustainable energy,” Chris shares, as we discuss
the fun and funky creativity that enlivens every
aspect of MOM’s operations.
Then there is Cotton’s Dirty Laundry (another
play on words), which brings more sustainable,
Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS)
certified organic cotton options to shoppers.
I could go on and on, the company makes it
easy. The authenticity of MOM’s lends itself
even more so to the organic nature of both the
store concepts and the team, which seeks to
drive sustainability retail forward.
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“We are always looking to really impact change
and do things to spread that environmental
message out into the communities where we
live and work,” Chris says. “And consumers are
drawn to that. They want to align their values
with the stories of the food they buy, whether
it is an organic eggplant or in-house roasted
organic coffee. With our company growth in
recent years, we are at the point where we can
take our platform and enter the national retail
dialogue on how sustainability initiatives can
truly be implemented and brought into the
fold.”
And what does Chris see in terms of sustaining
an organic-focused retail chain?
“Every time we look at consumer reports,
whether it is the Organic Trade or other polling
data, it is very clear that the easiest trend to
identify is an upward one,” Chris says. “We
take a lot of pride in our produce department
with the goal of attracting that core customer
looking for the whole organic experience. We
put a lot of priority in staying fresh and exciting
throughout the store. But the core, the anchor
of our store, is always produce.”

In terms of MOM’s purchasing program and
partnering with suppliers, Chris tells me that the
company loves to find certified organic growers
that align with the retailer’s values. If MOM’s
can source regionally and/or locally, the team
prioritizes those suppliers.
“We are proud to source certified organic
produce nationally and internationally based on
best quality and seasonality, and believe that
any farmland that produces organic items has a
positive impact on the environment, regardless
of location,” Chris says. “We are always interested
in suppliers that can bring new and interesting
organic items to MOM’s. We have always been
willing to take chances on new and developing
trends and to also pioneer them.”
MOM’s works with distributor partners as well,
to import goods and food items that ensure that
the company can offer consistent, high-quality
items year-round.
“We put a priority on developing unique and
dynamic partnerships with our suppliers and
distributors,” Chris tells me. “By working through
challenges and opportunities together, we strive
to grow our business while empowering our
strong partners to grow with us.”

“

Our purpose is to
protect and restore the
environment, and that
is the lens through
which decisions are
made at MOM’S.
-Chris Miller

“

For the past seven years, Chris has seen the
company grow in leaps and bounds. Chris
came to MOM’s after earning a degree in
Environmental Science from Elon University.
While considering careers in the environmental
non-profit world, Chris applied for a job as
a cashier at MOM’s. Through Chris’ love of
agriculture and the environmental community,
he found his way to produce. He started
stocking fruits and veggies at MOM’s in 2010,
and then made his way up to Assistant Produce
Manager, Produce Manager, and finally to
Regional Coordinator. In the last year, he
has taken over a few other major categories
including seafood, meat, cheese, and bulk.
“It has been a journey through the changing
world of MOM’s. We were five stores when I
started, and now we are going on 19. It has
been a lot of fun growth and exciting times. I
have built a great deal of lifelong relationships
with suppliers and growers. This industry is
truly unlike any other,” he smiles when I ask
him how it feels to look back at a quick, but
eventful, ride.
To think, this company started in a garage,
with $100, and a Chevy Malibu as the “then”
transportation mascot. It’s a story that speaks
to the power of the dream, and how this
industry takes root in the most unusual of
places.

100% of the produce at Mom’s is Certified Organic.

And thrives.

Mom’s maximizes locally grown produce offerings.
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Following a bold decision that altered the
course of the citrus titan’s destiny, Limoneira has
spanned the world to become a global network
of local communities. Join us as CEO Harold
Edwards recounts how the company doubled
down, brought value to the category, and forged
its own unique path to become the one-stop
destination for all things citrus.
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Limoneira Employees
Working Grade Tables

From left to right:
Alex Teague
Greg Hamm
Harold Edwards
Kathleen Edwards

I

“

• Lemons
• Limes
• Oranges

t was one of the scariest days of my
life,” Harold Edwards tells me, with a
moment’s pause. “But it turned out to
be one of the best.”

Even on the phone, I can tell he’s smiling. Harold, the
CEO of Limoneira, is weaving the story of how the
company’s One World of Citrus™ program developed
into the giant web of global growers it is today. It
started six years ago with the historic decision to
withdraw from the grower cooperative the company
worked with for 117 years—a day which Harold will
not soon forget.

“That day, the end panel of our carton stayed the
same, but everything else changed,” he recounts.
“We knew there was risk involved, and I remember
thinking, ‘Will our customers continue to buy from
us?’ There was only one way to find out.”
The decision to leave the cooperative, though
difficult, launched the citrus company on a journey
around the world, with Harold at the helm.

Harold edwards
CEO of Limoneira
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It takes a tough leader to steer this kind of
organization, and Harold fits the bill, though he is

• Pummelos
• Grapefruit
• Specialty Citrus

Conveyor Feeding the Sizer

quick to point out that he has a great crew behind
him. He’s got a keen eye for global commerce, having
earned multiple degrees in business and international
studies, along with a globally diverse background
in corporate agribusiness from Ralston Purina
International, Purina Italia, Agribrands International,
Cargill, Sunkist, Mission Produce, and Calavo Growers.
After executing a complex corporate IPO for Limoneira
in 2010, he has clearly earned his keep, and managed
to keep a good sense of humor along the way.
From the beginning, the driving vision behind the
One World of Citrus™ model was to develop a 52week supply chain spanning the globe. Today, the
Limoneira portfolio includes a diverse variety of citrus
products including lemons, limes, oranges, pummelos,
grapefruit, and other specialty citrus—all of which are
sourced and distributed internationally.
“This isn’t a new idea. It’s been around for a long time,”
Harold elaborates. “In produce, customers have always
wanted product 365 days a year, seven days a week,
24 hours a day. What’s changing now to make this all
possible, is the world.”
According to Harold, there is relative peace in the
global trade markets, with quickly developing nations
starting to participate in commerce and building

financial networks. But the key to the program’s
success? Increased access to information. Harold
explains that with advancements in technology, there
is more information sharing in transportation, which
has allowed the company to connect the dots all over
the world.
Historically, a company would need to fill a dedicated
charter vessel with produce and distribute the entire
load from whichever port it landed in. Now, thanks
to technology, there are containerized shipping lanes
which allow companies to serve smaller markets in
regions that, 20 years ago, may have been unknown.
With access to real-time information flow, Limoneira
is able reach new markets, fill the gaps, anticipate
problems ahead of time, and help its customers
strategically coordinate supply solutions.
The One World of Citrus™ concept has been growing
steadily since its inception. Limoneira kickstarted
the program by expanding its domestic grower base
throughout California and Arizona. Once the company
started to round out its U.S. network, it quickly maxed
out supply at three million cartons a year due to
capacity constraints from its packing house. As a result,
the company made a significant investment into a
state-of-the-art facility that was inaugurated in March
of this year, increasing its domestic capacity to eight
million cartons.
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After fine-tuning the tactic on home turf, the blueprint
was applied internationally. Like pieces to a puzzle, the
company fortified its relationships of nearly 20 years
with growers that would complement the growth
strategy from Mexico, South Africa, Argentina, and
Chile. As these connections were expanded, it was vital
for the company to develop local knowledge of the
production areas to understand the long term viability
for customers. Through this methodical approach,
Limoneira quickly became a global network of local
communities.
“The most exciting part of this process has been
continuously meeting and learning from new partners
all over the world,” Harold shares. Then he adds,
“There is so much knowledge and sophistication that
exists out there, which allows Limoneira to explore new
practices and innovate.”

You start by being a
good listener, which
requires a willingness
to learn...

When I inquire about what it really takes to set up this
kind of network, Harold pauses thoughtfully. With his
impressive history in the game, he possesses a wealth
of knowledge to sift through for his answer.
“You start by being a good listener, which requires a
willingness to learn, and it ends with a handshake,” he
sums up. “Basically, this is about putting the pieces
together to create additional value for the end user.
Connecting our global customer base to our trees and
the trees of our grower partners.”
With an impressive 124 years in the core competencies
of growing, harvesting, and packing—one might
venture to guess that the company has its strategy
dialed in. The Limoneira recipe for providing value to
retail and foodservice customers around the world
calls for growers who meet the high-quality standards,
deliver best-in-class service, and align with the
company mission.
The backbone of the Limoneira philosophy is a
principled approach to business; though that doesn’t
mean it has to be all work and no play. If you are
familiar with the company, you’ve likely encountered
a few of its bright, cheerful, and sometimes silly
marketing campaigns. Harold adds good-naturedly,
“This is produce! Everything is rotting. We’re all racing
against time. The pendulum of transactional leverage
is always swinging from the seller to the buyer. So, you
have to do business with integrity.”
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He pauses again, suspensefully. I’m riveted.
“Sometimes you’re the windshield, and sometimes
you’re the bug,” he cracks. And we laugh.
But this journey hasn’t been all smiles and handshakes.
Navigating world commerce comes with its own
political challenges and bureaucratic red tape. And,
to stay a step ahead of international business, the
company went through the demanding process of
GLOBALG.A.P. certification, meeting some of the
highest quality standards for global commerce in fruits
and vegetables.
“The cornerstone of this program is the effort we
put into GLOBALG.A.P. certification. This gives our
customer base around the world the assurance
they need in the food safety and traceability of our
products,” explains Harold.
Once an established grower-partner base was in place,
Limoneira was equipped to tackle new markets and
started adding customers in Japan, Korea, Thailand,
Vietnam, China, Indonesia, the Philippines, Chile,
Columbia, Peru, and the Middle East. The company

would identify market gaps, then provide solutions
to customers in those regions. The company
differentiated itself by means of out-of-the-box
customer support and marketing solutions–such as
an extensive blogger network, annual promotional
calendars, and regular videos by Healthy Grocery
Girl®, aka Megan Roosevelt, the company’s Lemons
for Life™ spokesperson—along the way.
So, I ask Harold, “When did you know your strategy
was working?” Without hesitation, he dives right in
and sets the scene.
Two years ago, as part of a delegation, Harold flew to
China to tour tertiary markets, meaning cities of five
million people. The group was off the beaten path
in the Shandong Province of China; a region Harold
had barely just learned about, touring a local grocery
store; part of a 500-store chain that Harold was also
unfamiliar with.
“As we toured the store, the CEO and Head Produce
Buyer walked us through the produce aisle, where
we saw a pile of lemons. I asked her where the citrus
was from, and she replied, ‘Australia.’ I looked at
my colleague, Alex Teague, and we knew Australia
was out of season. I walked over to investigate and
was astonished to find it was a pile of stickered
Limoneira lemons,” he describes in amusement. “We
all laughed at the irony after we realized that we were

indirectly supplying them with our lemons. We ended
the tour by agreeing to help them stay a little more in
touch with the origin of their fruit.”
With the company stretching its reach into the farthest
corners of unknown land, even beyond regions of
the CEO’s imagination, it finally appeared as though
the One World of Citrus™ vision had become a reality.
The company has successfully tied together local
structures to create a global community. But, Harold
tells me, the work is not done yet.
You might say that Limoneira has covered a lot of
ground with the One World of Citrus™ program. So,
what’s on the horizon for the global citrus purveyor?
“We are in the process of strengthening our roots
through acquisitions. We’re evaluating and mitigating
the risk, along with identifying some new markets,”
Harold tells me. “Limoneira is still expanding its multisourced strategy for citrus to serve the world, while
adapting to the global market’s desire to find single
citrus category capability. Limoneira will continue to
make this its focus and business.”
It seems the world is Limoneira’s oyster. With a
squeeze of lemon, of course.
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Chinese New Year

As Asian produce and flavors continue to climb the consumer trends ladder, Chinese New
Year is the perfect time to highlight the fun, fresh foods of this deeply-rooted culture. From
the spicy high-notes of ginger to the earthy aromatics of daikon, The Snack takes a look
at some on-trend Asian produce offerings sure to resonate with the increasingly eclectic
consumer as the Year of the Rooster fast approaches.

NAPA CABBAGE
A staple ingredient in many Asian cuisines—this cabbage
has a sweet, soft flavor that can be used in soups, as
filling in egg rolls, and eaten raw in salads. The
crunchy, unique texture of its leaves continues to
make this cabbage one of the most sought
-after ingredients in Asian cuisine.

WATER CHESTNUTS
This holiday favorite is usually found in marshes, and its
crunchy texture is associated with a mildly sweet flavor. Try
boiling or steaming this veg to use in soups, salads, and stews.
Peel before use in stir-fry.

BABY
SHANGHAI
BOK CHOY

BABY
BOK CHOY
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BOK CHOYS
A common misconception is that these two
versatile varieties are one-and-the-same,
with interchangeable names. Truth: both
are visually and flavorfully different. In Asian
stores, Baby Bok Choy is the more widely
used variety, while Baby Shanghai Bok Choy
is more popular in Shanghai cuisine. Baby
Bok Choy has white crunchy stems and
dark, spinach-like leaves. Baby Shanghai
Bok Choy has uniform light green stems,
spoon-shaped leaves, and a more mild
flavor than Baby Bok Choy.

BUDDHA’S HAND
What looks to be more of a Halloween-suited fruit, this
item is one of the oldest citrus fruits on record. Coveted
for its sweet, floral fragrance, and mild zest with little to
no flesh or juice. Buddha’s Hand is all rind and pith. Think
of it more as a presentation piece, although the rind can
be candied or used in baking and other recipes. Buddha’s
Hands are also used as offering in the temple during the
holiday. Like cocktails? This is a great ingredient for infusing
into spirits.

DAIKON RADISH
Looking for good fortune? This
vegetable is a traditionally
beneficial symbol to have around.
A basic part of Japanese cuisine—
this veg has a mild flavor, crispy
texture, and an overpowering
earthy aroma. This flavor tends to
vary throughout the vegetable,
as the bottom is usually the
most poignant and the top is the
sweetest.

CHINESE LONG BEANS
Also known as Yardlong Beans, these are firmer than
regular green beans, and is actually more closely
related to blackeyed peas. In addition, Chinese Long
Beans provide a great source of fiber, vitamin A,
and vitamin C. This versatile vegetable can be used
in multiple preparation methods from stir-frying,
steaming, and boiling as a snack or salad ingredient.

GAI LAN
(CHINESE BROCCOLI)
Chinese broccoli’s distinct sharp flavor and
its long, leafy characteristics set this broccoli
apart from more common varieties. Steamed,
boiled, or stir-fried, this vegetable is a great
addition to any dish.

DAU MIU
(SNOW PEA SHOOTS)
Snow pea shoots are a bit grassier
than snow peas but crisp in flavor
and freshness. Try them out in
soups, stir-fried, or steamed.
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CHINESE EGGPLANT
Tender, versatile, and widely used across multiple cuisines,
Chinese eggplant is unlike many eggplant varieties as the
skin preserves texture, taste, and shape and is traditionally
not removed in Chinese cooking. The item has several
different preparation methods to fit your fancy
from baking or broiling, to stirfrying or deep-frying.

GINGER
Valued for its spicy flavor and
medicinal benefits, ginger can
be sliced or grated to add zest
to Asian dishes. Try combining
ginger with soy sauce, olive oil,
and garlic to make a flavorful
salad dressing.

KUMQUATS
Literally translating
to “golden orange”
in Chinese, this tiny
specialty citrus item
has sweet, edible skin
and a tart inner-flesh.
Kumquats also provide an
excellent source of vitamin C and
fiber, as well as calcium and iron.
Like Navel oranges and mandarins,
this citrus item is said to bring luck,
wealth, and prosperity.

SNOW PEAS
Most often either sauteed or stirfried, snow peas are one of the
easiest vegetables to prepare and
have a sweet crisp flavor. Their
versatility and plentiful health
benefits make snow peas a great
addition to a healthy diet.

WATER CHESTNUT

DAIKON

$2.7 mil Total dollar sales
18.4%

Change in dollar
sales vs. YAGO

$65.5 k

Total dollar sales

50.5%

Change in dollar
sales vs. YAGO

CHINESE CELERY

$49.6 k
31.6%

Total dollar sales
Change in dollar
sales vs. YAGO

VOLUME PERCENT CHANGE vs.YAGO
YAGO
NOW

+ 11.3%

YAGO
NOW

YAGO
- 62.2%

+ 29.0%

NOW

Data Total U.S., Latest 52 Weeks Ending 8/27/16
Source | Nielsen Perishables
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up
close
A closer look at WEST PAK’S I LOVE AVOCADOS

T

he avocado trend looks to be rising from
“popular” to “star.” With some celebrities
touting a love of the green fruit enough to even
get it tattooed onto themselves, West Pak Avocado
is launching a brand fit for the fame with the allencompassing I Love Avocados program.
Currently, I Love Avocados is starting with a strong
online presence in the making at ILoveAvos.com,
as well as an easy concept already popularized via
hashtags on Instagram and other social media.
The brand specifically targets the ever-growing
millennial demographic—a group that studies show
as both brand loyal and the most likely consumer to
buy impulsively.
With a foundation of loyal fans already in place, the
I Love Avocados brand reaches a consumer base, a
majority of which are millennials, who are already
on board.
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Out of the gates at its PMA Fresh Summit launch
in October, the I Love Avocados brand is already
resonating with its target audience and could easily
ripple out to those who may not yet know the health
and flavor benefits of the fruit.
Beyond the supermarket, will we see avocado t-shirts,
hats, and other merchandise that promotes a healthy
love and lifestyle for produce?
The sky is the limit.

WTF

DO I DO WITH

®
Autumn Glory
Apples

?

{ what the fork }

OPEN-FACED AUTUMN GLORY ® APPLE SLIDERS

INGREDIENTS
2 Autumn Glory® apples
2 oranges
1 cup kale leaves
½ cup fresh basil, lightly packed
2 tbsp olive oil
1 tbsp water
3 tbsp walnuts, toasted
2 large garlic cloves
¼ tsp salt
1 pinch crushed red pepper (for less
spice use ⅛ tsp black pepper)
6 slices prosciutto
Pecorino Romano cheese, shaved
Servings: 4-6

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Preheat your oven to 350°F and line a baking sheet with parchment paper.
Place your walnuts on the baking sheet and roast for about 5 minutes,
tossing them halfway through so they roast evenly.
Remove from oven, let cool for a couple of minutes.
Add kale, basil, olive oil, water, garlic, parmesan, toasted walnuts, salt,
and red pepper to the food processor. Pulse until smooth.
Once all the toppings are lined up and ready to go, juice the two oranges
and pour juice into a bowl.
Slice each apple into 6 slices. Immediately dip the apple slices in the
orange juice to prevent browning.
Line the slices up on a platter.
On the 6 apple slices, spread one tablespoon of pesto per slice. Top each
with one slice of prosciutto and shaved Pecorino cheese.
Serve and enjoy!

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare
recipes visit www.superfreshgrowers.com.
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Melissa’s Picks
T

PMA FRESH SUMMIT 2016

his year’s

MELISSA DE LEON, REPORTER

Fresh Summit challenged the industry to innovate and inspire, and,
as far as I could tell, it answered the call in spades. So much stood out. Here are a few
items in particular I want to ensure that everyone else gets a chance to see:

1
4

1

Duda Farm Fresh Food’s New Celery
and Blue Cheese Cups | I might have
come for the decorations, but I stayed
for the blue cheese. The crunch and the
dip satisfied the taste buds, and with the
chance to win tickets to the Big Game,
this is definitely a snack of choice for
tailgaters!

4 Pure Flavor® Mini Munchies |
I seem to have a soft spot for
packaging that may or may not be
geared to the generation succeeding
mine. But, can you blame me when
you look at this package? It not only
draws the eye, but also the stomach,
with a glimpse of those crisp-looking
cucumbers.
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1

2

3

5

6

2 West Pak’s AvoMonsters |
Messaging to children in a way that
is cute, but not alienating, is a tough
line to walk, and I think this newlylaunched brand does the trick. What a
fun way to put a face to the fruit.

5

Earthcycle™ Moulded Fibre Top
Sealable Packaging | Sustainability
and Top Seal offerings are both
hot trends in the industry, and
this particular pack tops off with a
rumored 20 percent boost in sales.
With colorful, fun graphics, you are
still given a clear view of the product
itself. What’s not to love?

3 Taylor Farms Chef Crafted Salads |
There is just something about getting
a chance to experience an item that
you’ve written about. And as anyone
who has glimpsed my previous picks
knows, I’m a sucker for convenience.
This item was right up my alley, and
I’m sure many consumers will agree.
6 Suavva's Cacao Fruit Juice Line |
New to my eyes and palate, this was
an interesting twist on minimizing
food waste and getting a punch of
nutrients. It's sustainable, low in
calories, and has a pulpy texture I
couldn’t get enough of. This is a juice
I hope will soon crack into California
stores.
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PMA FRESH SUMMIT 2016

MA Fresh Summit went off without a hitch in 2016, enjoying record attendance,
a buying community in full force, and products to raise the bar on how we define flavor and
produce innovation. Each year for the past five that I have called this industry home, I have
been constantly delighted and thrilled by how much the possibilities within produce continue
to evolve; from show to show, season to season.
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1 Sun Pacific Mighties® | The first time I

had a piece of kiwifruit, my mother told
me to eat the peel. It has been one of my
favorite fruits ever since. I love a dynamic
produce item: flavorful, complex,
convenient, colorful, and in this case...
fuzzy. The Mighties® brand is bringing
kiwifruit into the consumer fold.

4 Monterey Mushroom’s Portabella

Porter | The first time I tried this
libation, I was walking the floor at
PMA Foodservice in Monterey, CA.
After trying it out, my only complaint
was that the glass was not nearly big
enough. Created by Chris Thomsen, a
spawn maker and mushroom grower
for the company, this porter is infused
with Portabella mushrooms, and has
a smooth delivery, with a subtly earthy
and sweet finish.
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2 SUNSET® Dill It Yourself™ Pickle Kits |

With pickling trends skyrocketing at both
retail and foodservice, it's easy to see why
this company created such a product
as it continues to bring more value to
the retailer. With a mix of nostalgia and
a desire for amazingly flavorful produce
options, I chose the kit to accompany this
list—pail of mini cucumbers, a perfectly
portioned spice packet, and all.

5 Yerecic’s FlagTag! Label | Packaging

should be an experience—at least I think
so. The new FlagTag! label construction
duo is just that—adding value tailored
to the demands and desire of the
customer, whether a company wants to
add height to an item on the store shelf,
or a pop of color on a clamshell.

3 Braga Fresh’s Josie’s Organics Sweet

Kale Chopped Salad and Asian
Chopped Salad | We are constantly
looking for those items that build the
trends we see in the value-added category,
and I believe that Braga Fresh has hit the
mark. What I really like about these items
is the way they build flavor. Definitely
adding these to my consumer basket.

6 SunFed SoHo Sweet® Tomatoes | With
a splash of class and differentiation on
both the flavor and design front, these
grape tomatoes are making waves in
the category. A seedless variety that
promotes “sweet flavor with crunch,”
the SoHo Sweets tomato are shipped in
long, flat 10.5 oz clamshells for ease of
merchandising. All trends point to SoHo.

